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Summary
Q2 GDP data released for several CEE countries (either today or in recent days) 
brought both surprises to the up and downside. In some cases, like Poland, Q2 
GDP data showed that very positive Q1 data likely marked the annual high point 
in quarterly yoy terms. Polish GDP growth came well in-line with our expectations 
for a certain softening. So, we would not see a clear link to a higher probabili-
ty of a rate cut in September. Nevertheless, bets on rate cuts may still intensify as 
Poland is likely to be the CE country hit hardest by the current tit-for-tat sanctions 
between Russia and the EU (i.e. exports may weaken further and oversupply of 
agricultural products on the domestic market may induce additional pressure on 
already weak price growth).
Hungarian GDP clearly surprised on the upside, with stronger growth than antic-
ipated rising almost at 4% yoy. That said, there are clear upside risks to our fore-
cast of 2.7% GDP growth in Hungary in 2014. On the other hand, GDP growth 
in Romania slumped to 1.2% in yoy-terms and even sharply contracted by 1% in 
qoq-terms. This disappointing reading clearly implies downside risks to our fore-
cast of GDP growth at 3.5% in 2014 (we may cut the forecast to below 3%) and 
may imply additional support to the real economy via outright monetary loosen-
ing or additional cuts to minimum reserve requirements. 
Weaker German GDP growth of -0.2% qoq in Q2 (also released today) could 
be seen as a negative backdrop for the CE region going forward. However, one 
should not get too pessimistic with regard to the latest data point and also the 
outlook for the Germany economy (see yellow box on page 3). In general, CE 
economies do still quite fine, with yearly GDP growth rates between 2.4% and 
3.9% yoy in Q2 (in Q1 the range was between 1.9% and 3.5% yoy). Stagnat-
ing quarterly growth in Czech Republic (released 0.0% qoq) could, in our opin-
ion, somewhat underestimate underlying growth dynamics, while previous data 
points could overestimate them. However, risks for H2 are tilted to the downside. 
Elevated tensions and escalating trade sanctions between the West and Russia 
would both hurt sentiment in the euro area and in CE and SEE. 
The Russian economy itself, showed almost stagnation with growth rates slight-
ly below 1% yoy in both Q1 and Q2 (already released earlier). In quarterly 
terms, Russia’s GDP contracted in Q1 and likely slightly rebounded in Q2. How-
ever, we are very cautious with regards to the outlook for H2 2014 and, there-
fore, keep our 2014 GDP growth forecast for the Russian economy in negative 
territory at -0.3% yoy. We clearly acknowledge that our forecasts for the Russian 
economy would need a further setback in private consumption, not only ongoing 
weak performance in investments, in H2 2014. In this context we want to high-
light that risks to the up to now fairly solid private consumptions readings in the 

  Hungary surprised on the upside, while Romania unexpectedly and sharply contracted 

  Despite soft patch in German growth, CE growth momentum still present

  Risks for CE/SEE growth in H2 on the downside, further geopolitical escalation would hit European/CEE sentiment

  Russia near stagnation, modest recession if H2 deteriorates further; Ukraine in deep recession

Some moderation in Q2; downside risks going forward
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Russian economy are clearly on the rise (e.g. as indicated by deteriorating lend-
ing and deposit growth rates in the retail segment, see also our CEE Weekly as 
of 14 August). Ukraine’s GDP suffers from the ongoing military conflict in the in-
dustrialized East of the country and contracted (in line with expectations) by al-
most 5% yoy in Q2. That said, we do not see an immediate need to touch our 
annual 2014 GDP “growth” forecast at -7% yoy in Ukraine. 

In sum, recent CE/SEE GDP data do not really challenge our current growth fore-
casts set on aggregate. It has to be stressed that GDP growth in CE and SEE in-
creasingly shifted to domestic demand, a reflection of a broad based recovery 
following a large-scale economic rebalancing. This process is unlikely to be inter-
rupted by some moderation in exports; at least as long as an additional escala-
tion in tit-for-tat sanctions between Russian and the EU can be avoided.

Financial Analysts: Andreas Schwabe,CFA; Gunter Deuber, RBI Vienna

Czech Republic (CZ): GDP growth optically stopped 
According to the flash estimate the Czech economy stagnated in Q2 in quarter-
on-quarter terms after strong jumps in Q1 2014 and Q4 2013. In year-on-year 
terms the economy decelerated to 2.6% in Q2 from 2.8% in Q1. Together with 
the market we expected a figure close to 3.0% yoy, the central bank forecasted 
2.8%. Keeping in mind that we see a flash estimate, the surprise is very small. 
The result can be significantly revised to both sides. 
Weaker outcome in Q2 stems from drop in income from the excise tax on to-
bacco products resulting from stocking up in the end of 2013 on the account of 
the Q1 and Q2 2014. But this was in fact an optical effect. In reality the under-
lying growth probably continued in Q2 while the growth in Q1 2014 and Q4 
2013 was in fact weaker than the rude statistics suggested. On the other hand 
the monthly figures indicated slower growth in Q2 anyway.
The Statistical office said that “it was of a key importance for the positive develop-
ment of the economy and gross value added formation that manufacturing con-
tinued in its recovery. Successful were especially manufacture of transport equip-
ment, rubber and plastic products. On the contrary, the gross value added de-
creased, year-on-year, in financial service activities.”
Positively, the leading indicators show the Czech economy continued in its ex-
pansion in the months to come. But the weaker figures from Eurozone and in-
creasing geopolitical risk will reduce the potential speed of the recovery.
For 2014 we do not change our estimate of 2.6% GDP growth. Next year we 
foresee small deceleration to 2.4%.

Financial analyst: Michal Brozka (+420 234 401 498), Raiffeisenbank a.s., Prague

Hungary (HU): Upside surprise also helped by some one-off factors
Hungary’s Q2 GDP was 3.9% (yoy) and 0.8% qoq. The data came after the al-
ready strong Q1 data (3.5% yoy) and surprised on the upside (consensus esti-
mate was 3.5% yoy). Available high frequency data (industry, construction, retail 
sales, trade) displayed a fairly dynamic growth for the April-June period (but not 
more than in Q1) - most probably other items’ (such as agriculture or the service 
sector) delivered the additional growth contribution. 
The strong H1 performance of the Hungarian economy (+3.7% yoy) is also sup-
ported by some extraordinary or one-off factors (such as the very low base, the 
new capacities especially in the car industry and the massive wave public infra-
structure projects typically co-financed by EU funds). As these items slowly fade 
away, Hungary’s GDP growth dynamics is expected to slow down already by 
H2 2014, and even more by 2015. We believe there is an asymmetric risk to 
our GDP forecast (upward risk to our 2014 and downward risk to our 2015 fore-
cast, 2.7% and 2.5% respectively) 

Financial analyst: Zoltán Török (+36 1 484 4843), Raiffeisen Bank Zrt., Budapest

CEE quarterly growth rates (% qoq)

Q2 13 Q1 14 Q2 14

CZ 0.2 0.8 0.0

HU 0.3 1.1 0.8

PL 0.8 1.1 0.6

SI 0.2 -0.3 n.a.

SK 0.4 0.6 n.a.
CE 0.5 0.9 n.a.

BG 0.1 0.3 0.5

HR -0.2 0.0 n.a.

RO 0.7 0.2 -1.0

RS 0.1 n.a. n.a.
SEE 0.4 0.2 n.a.

RU 0.4 -0.4 n.a.

UA 0.4 -2.1 n.a.
CIS 0.4 -0.5 n.a.

CEE 0.5 -0.1 n.a.

TR 1.4 1.7 n.a.
DE 0.8 0.7 -0.2

EA 0.3 0.2 n.a.
n.a. - data not yet released
Source: Bloomberg, Raiffeisen RESEARCH
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CEE quarterly growth rates (% yoy)

Q2 13 Q1 14 Q2 14

CZ -1.6 2.9 2.6

HU 0.5 3.5 3.9

PL 0.8 3.4 3.2

SI -1.4 1.9 n.a.

SK 0.8 2.4 2.5

CE 0.1 3.1 2.8

BG 0.4 1.2 1.6

HR -0.6 -0.4 n.a.

RO 1.4 3.9 1.2

RS 0.4 0.1 -1.1
SEE 0.8 2.3 0.8

RU 1.0 0.9 0.8

UA -1.3 -1.1 -4.7
CIS 0.8 0.7 0.4

CEE 0.6 1.5 1.1

TR 4.5 4.3 n.a.
DE 0.1 2.2 1.2

EA -0.6 0.9 n.a.
n.a. = data yet not released
Source: Bloomberg, Raiffeisen RESEARCH
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Focus on Germany: Weak GDP release in Q2 – Don’t panic!

Today´s -0.2% qoq Q2 GDP growth figure for the German economy should be taken in a somewhat calm manner. The partly almost 
hysterical news coverage and the typical flutteringly chattering of many short-sighted market participants is in our opinion a bit over-
done. It was clear from the beginning that Q2 would come in weak after weather effects inflated Q1 data. Nonetheless, many market 
observers hectically revised their 2014 GDP forecasts upwards immediately after the strong +0.8% qoq result for Q1. Now we have 
the same tendency in the other direction.
When to ask whether one has to revise a forecast one has to decide whether the overall picture has changed. And in the case of Ger-
many this is not the case:

 (1)  We still have an ultra-loose monetary policy inside the euro area with the key interest rate and long-dated bond yields respec-
tively around 3-4 percentage points below the level that is appropriate for the German economy;

 (2) The German labour market is solid with ongoing employment gains;
 (3)  Important export markets for the German economy are recovering (USA, GB) or at least are not getting worse (China, euro 

area, CE); such effects should compensate for potential additional setback in trade with Russia (that was shrinking anyways 
since several months). 

 (4)  Moreover, the fiscal stance in Germany cannot be considered as overall restrictive.

In sum, all this leads us to the conclusion that there is no reason so far to change our overall picture for the German economy for the 

time being.

Monetary policy will support construction investments and private consumption; rising wages and employment, expansive fiscal policy 
and low inflation will support private consumption; recovering export markets will support exports. So, the current dent or better the past 
dent (since all the negative figures actually were reported for the second quarter) is not the beginning of a prolonged downswing. It´s 
what it is: a dent. The current level of the PMI indices points to qoq growth in the magnitude of 0.5%. The somewhat weaker manufac-
turing figures are made up for by very strong services figures so far.
Taken the current GDP data - weak Q2 and downward revised Q1 - our current best guess for real GDP growth in 2014 (we forecast 
0.5% qoq growth in Q3 and Q4) would be 1.6%. So that is too close to our call of 1.8% to induce a revision for the time being. Ne-
vertheless, there is a fair chance that reciprocal sanctions between EU/Russia will have a certain dampening effect on German growth 
in Q3. If this is the case and figures come in closer to a level of 0.25% than at 0.5%, than our annual GDP growth forecast of 1.8% is 
set to be revised. This, however, would not affect the 2015 figures.
Only if there is no improvement in the conflict between Russia and the West and a spiral of even more mutual harmful sanctions, our 

overall picture for the German economy would be changed.

Financial analysts: Jörg Angelé, RBI Vienna

Poland (PL): Peak passed in Q1, some exposure to Russian sanctions
In line with market expectations Polish economy slowed in Q2 to 3.2% yoy from 
3.4% yoy in the previous quarter.
In our opinion the growth was generated again by domestic demand. Retail sales 
data suggests that private consumption recovery has been continued. Dual-digit 
growth of investment from Q1 was hard to be maintained but construction indus-
try performance indicates that investment activity remained high. Lower GDP dy-
namics was probably driven by negative net export contribution (for the first time 
since Q4 2010) which resulted from Ukrainian crisis, weakening euro area de-
mand and increasing internal demand.
To sum up, the data confirmed a slight slowdown of the Polish economy as 
expected. However, in our opinion it should not be considered a fundamental 
weakness. It is worth to mention that GDP dynamics is dampened by rising ba-
sis as the recovery started in Q2 2013. Moreover, it is influenced negatively by 
lowering trade balance as there are disruptions in exports to Russia and Ukraine. 
We claim that the growth above 3% yoy does not add to arguments supporting 
interest rates cuts. As result we think that both today’s and yesterday’s data have 
not changed the balance of risks for Monetary Council’s decisions which will still 
be more likely to hold interest rates unchanged. 
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We expect GDP growth to stabilize in next quarters above 3% yoy and the main 
risk for our forecast stems from Russia-Ukraine conflict. We estimate its negative 
effect on Polish GDP in H1 2014 of about 0.5 pp (direct impact of lower exports 
to Russia and Ukraine).

Financial analyst: Michal Burek (+48 609 921 092), Raiffeisen Polbank, Warsaw

Slovakia (SK): Q2 GDP in line with expectations with employment boom
According to the flash estimate published today, Slovak GDP growth reached 
a level of 2.5 % yoy in Q2 2014. The GDP figure was bit lower than our ex-
pectations (2.6%). The Slovak economy showed a slightly decelerating quarter-
ly growth of 0.6% qoq in Q2 2014 from 0.7% in Q1 2014. The GDP release 
matches broader increase in economic activity in the Central European region. 
The statistical office did not provide any clue on the structure of growth (details 
will be released on September, 3rd, 2014). However, monthly data suggests 
that both private consumption and industrial production has lost a bit of momen-
tum in Q2. But both indicators have still a good moderate growth - retail sales 
are up by 3.3% yoy and industrial production is up by 5.5% yoy in Q2 2014. 
Therefore, the structure of growth should remain the same – balanced growth of 
all GDP components. 
Total employment managed to grow for four consecutive quarters with increas-
ing dynamics. In Q2 2014, the total employment went up by 1.5% what is rath-
er high number given that GDP growth is “only” 2.5%. The lower productivity 
growth will not create much room for real wage growth in future.  
In the next quarters, we expect only mild improvement in quarterly dynamic, but 
headline annual GDP growth should gradually accelerate towards 3% yoy in Q4 
2014. The zero inflation environment pushed GDP deflator to negative territory 
(-0.6% in Q2 2014). Stagnating June inflation (-0.1%) and possible food price 
decrease due to Russia sanctions suggest that negative GDP deflator will persist 
longer than we thought. 

Financial analyst: Juraj Valachy (+421 2 5919 2033), Tatra banka, a.s., Bratislava

Romania (RO): Real GDP growth plunged in Q2 
Real GDP in Q2 came in at +1.4% yoy (-1% qoq) significantly below our expec-
tations (3.2% yoy, 0.5% qoq) and market consensus (3.4% yoy according to a 
Thomson Reuters Survey published on 8 August). Although the deceleration of 
the economic activity was already visible to some extent in quarterly dynamics of 
the short term indicators, the plunge in quarterly GDP came as a large negative 
surprise. Furthermore, data published today by Eurostat shows that quarterly dy-
namics in Q1 was revised downwards to -0.2% qoq from 0.2% qoq previously.
On the demand side, retail sales data (-0.1% qoq) indicated that private con-
sumption had a poorer performance in Q2 than in Q1. After it ceased to be a 
main driver of growth in Q1, net export probably had a negative contribution to 
quarterly dynamics of GDP in Q2, as hinted by foreign trade data released at 
the beginning of this week.
However, all these factors are not sufficient in our view to explain such a large 
drop in quarterly terms (-1% qoq). Therefore, we expect that first estimates for 
the dynamics of GDP components in Q2 that will be released on 3 September to 
show a very poor performance of investments. The execution of the public budg-
et for the first half of the year already indicated a plummet down in public invest-
ments. Private investments should have had also a poor performance in Q2, as 
foreign direct investments fell by -10.3% yoy in H2 2014. 
On the supply side, industry probably had a positive contribution to quarterly 
dynamics, as industrial output advanced by +1.1% qoq in Q2. The construction 
sector continued to post poor performance in Q2, construction works remain-
ing in the contraction territory for the third consecutive quarter (-1.0% qoq). Mar-
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ket services rendered for population situated also in the negative territory (-1.3% 
qoq). Agriculture has a minor impact on GDP dynamics in the second quarter of 
the year. 
Immediately following the release of real GDP figures in Q2, RON manifested 
some depreciation pressures, but these calmed down shortly afterwards. Also, 
yields of RON T-securities declined by several basis points, but this development 
should be judged in the context of poorer than expected real GDP data releases 
in main euro area countries.
Looking ahead, today’s data seems at odds with our baseline scenario that as-
sumed domestic demand would continue the strong performance from Q1 and 
the structure of growth will shift from external to internal drivers. Also, the fig-
ures notably below expectations, both in quarterly and annual terms, put at risk 
our annual forecast for a real GDP advance of 3.5%. After detailed data will be 
available, we would probably revise our forecast to below 3%. We still expect 
real GDP to recover in Q3 and preserve an upward trend in Q4 due, among 
other factors, to agricultural output which seems to have a better than expected 
performance. On the other hand, the central bank might continue with the eas-
ing of the monetary policy stance taking into account poor figures of real GDP 
growth in Q2.

Financial analyst: Anca Jelea (+402 1306 1265), Raiffeisen BANK S.A., Bucharest

Russia (RU): Recession avoided, Q2 real GDP growth at 0.8% 
According to Rosstat’s first estimate, real GDP growth decelerated from 0.9% yoy 
in Q1 to 0.8%yoy in Q2. This figure is much lower than preliminary estimates of 
the Ministry of Economic Development provided in early July (+1.2%), which we 
considered rather optimistic. The ministry also intended to revise upward its cur-
rent macro forecasts (GDP growth at 0.5% in 2014) by early autumn. However, 
this was before another round of sanctions against Russia and Russia`s retalia-
tion. In seasonally adjusted quarter-on-quarter terms, according to our estimates, 
growth has contracted in Q1 and only slightly rebounded in Q2. 
We see that deterioration in consumption dynamics is affecting growth rates at 
the moment. Retail sales growth decelerated from 3.6% yoy to 1.8% yoy in Q2. 
The sanctions against Russia cut off Russian companies from the global capital 
markets while cost of borrowings in RUB increases due to monetary tightening, 
inflation pressure, limited RUB funding capacities, etc. 
Uncertainty on further developments in geopolitics and risks of new sanctions do 
not support investment activity either. According to our estimates, only a slower 
decrease of investments (from -4.8% yoy to -1.4% yoy) would allow GDP growth 
to remain positive for the full year. Overall, Russian growth in 2014 will be close 
to stagnation – even negative growth may be reached if headline growth sub-
stantially drops in H2. 
As downside risks are still looming high, we prefer to stick to our conservative, 
below consensus forecast of GDP growth at -0.3% in 2014.
Financial analyst: Maria Pomelnikova (+7 495 221 9845), ZAO Raiffeisenbank Austria, 

Moscow

Ukraine (UA): Sharp drop given military conflict in the East
According to the preliminary estimate of State Statistics Service, Ukraine’s GDP 
slumped by 4.7% yoy in Q2 2014, after 1.1% yoy decline in Q1. In the sea-
sonally adjusted terms GDP fell by 2.3% qoq. Such negative growth dynamics 
looks hardly surprising, given the full-scale military conflict in the East of the coun-
try. While no detailed breakdown available yet, we might draw some conclu-
sions based on the output dynamics data for the particular sectors of the econo-
my. In particular, agriculture, construction and wholesale trade apparently con-
tributed the most to the negative GDP performance in the 2nd quarter. Agricul-
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Risk notifications and explanations

Warnings

  Figures on performance refer to the past. Past performance is not a reliable indicator of the future results and develop-
ment of a financial instrument, a financial index or a securities service. This is particularly true in cases when the finan-
cial instrument, financial index or securities service has been offered for less than 12 months. In particular, this very short 
comparison period is not a reliable indicator for future results.

  Performance is reduced by commissions, fees and other charges, which depend on the individual circumstances of the 
investor.

  The return on an investment can rise or fall due to exchange rate fluctuations.

  Forecasts of future performance are based purely on estimates and assumptions. Actual future performance may devi-
ate from the forecast. Consequently, forecasts are not a reliable indicator for the future results and development of a fi-
nancial instrument, a financial index or a securities service. 

Detailed information on sensitivity analyses (procedure for checking the stability of potential assumptions made in the con-
text of financial analysis) can be found at: www.raiffeisenresearch.at/sensitivityanalysis

The distribution of all recommendations relating to the calendar quarter prior to the publications date, and distribution of 
recommendations, in the context of which investmentbanking services within the meaning of § 48f (6) Z 6 Stock Exchange 
Act (BörseG) have been provided in the last 12 months, is available under: www.raiffeisenresearch.at/distributionofrecom-
mendations

tural output growth reversed from 5.9% yoy in Q12014 to -3.9% in Q2 amid 
the later start of the harvesting season this year. At the same time, the output dy-
namics in construction and trade industries have been severely affected by the 
turmoil in Donbass.
We expect GDP slump to deepen in the 2nd half of the year, given the effect of 
military conflict in Donbass on the production base of the region. Hence, even if 
the sharp phase of the conflict ends soon, the economic recovery will take rath-
er long time. 
Therefore, projecting 7% yoy and 13% yoy GDP decline in Q3 and Q4 respec-
tively, we estimate GDP growth at nearly -7% yoy for 2014 in total.
Financial analyst: Dmytro Sologub (+380 44 49590-72), Raiffeisen Bank Aval JSC, Kiev
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Publisher: Raiffeisen Bank International AG

Supervisory authority: Austrian Financial Market Authority (FMA)

This document is for information purposes and may not be reproduced or distributed to other persons. This document constitutes neither a solicitation of an of-
fer nor a prospectus in the sense of the Austrian Capital Market Act (KMG) or the Stock Exchange Act or any other comparable foreign law. An investment de-
cision in respect of a security, financial product or investment must be made on the basis of an approved, published prospectus or the complete documentation 
for the security, financial product or investment in question, and not on the basis of this document.

This document does not constitute a personal recommendation to buy or sell financial instruments in the sense of the Securities Supervision Act. Neither this doc-
ument nor any of its components shall form the basis for any kind of contract or commitment whatsoever. This document is not a substitute for the necessary ad-
vice on the purchase or sale of a security, investment or other financial product. In respect of the sale or purchase of securities, investments or financial prod-
ucts, your banking advisor can provide individualised advice which is suitable for investments and financial products.

This analysis is fundamentally based on generally available information and not on confidential information which the party preparing the analysis has ob-
tained exclusively on the basis of his/her client relationship with a person. 

Unless otherwise expressly stated in this publication, RBI deems all of the information to be reliable, but does not make any assurances regarding its accuracy 
and completeness. 

In emerging markets, there may be higher settlement and custody risk as compared to markets with established infrastructure. The liquidity of stocks/financial 
instruments can be influenced by the number of market makers. Both of these circumstances can result in elevated risk in relation to the safety of investments 
made on the basis of the information contained in this document.

The information in this publication is current, up to the creation date of the document. It may be outdated by future developments, without the publication be-
ing changed. 

Unless otherwise expressly stated (http://www.raiffeisenresearch.at/specialcompensation), the analysts employed by Raiffeisen Bank International AG are not 
compensated for specific investment banking transactions. Compensation of the author or authors of this report is based (amongst other things) on the overall 
profitability of RBI, which includes, inter alia, earnings from investment banking and other transactions of RBI. In general, RBI forbids its analysts and persons 
reporting to the analysts from acquiring securities or other financial instruments of any enterprise which is covered by the analysts, unless such acquisition is 
authorised in advance by RBI’s Compliance Department.

RBI has put in place the following organisational and administrative agreements, including information barriers, to impede or prevent conflicts of interest in re-
lation to recommendations: RBI has designated fundamentally binding confidentiality zones. Confidentiality zones are typically units within credit institutions, 
which are delimited vis-à-vis other units by organisational measures covering the exchange of information, because compliance-relevant information is contin-
uously or temporarily handled there. Compliance-relevant information may fundamentally not leave a confidentiality zone and is to be treated as strictly confi-
dential in internal business operations, including interaction with other units. This does not apply to the transfer of information necessary for usual business op-
erations. Such transfer of information is limited, however, to what is absolutely necessary (need-to-know principle). The exchange of compliance-relevant infor-
mation between two confidentiality zones may only occur with the involvement of the Compliance Officer.

SPECIAL REGULATIONS FOR THE UNITED KINGDOM OF GREAT BRITAIN AND NORTHERN IRELAND (UK): 

This document does not constitute either a public offer in the meaning of the Kapitalmarktgesetz („KMG“) nor a prospectus in the meaning of the KMG or of 
the Börsegesetz. Furthermore this document does not intend to recommend the purchase or the sale of securities or investments in the meaning of the Wertpa-
pieraufsichtsgesetz. This document shall not replace the necessary advice concerning the purchase or the sale of securities or investments. For any advice con-
cerning the purchase or the sale of securities of investments kindly contact your RAIFFEISENBANK. Special regulations for the United Kingdom of Great Brit-
ain andNorthern Ireland (UK):this publication has been either approved or issued by Raiffeisen Bank International AG (RBI) in order to promote its investment 
business. Raiffeisen Bank International AG, London Branch is authorised by the Austrian Financial Market Authority and subject to limited regulation by the Fi-
nancial Conduct Authority. Details about the extent of our regulation by the Financial Conduct Authority are available from us on request. This publication is 
not intended for investors who are Retail Customers within the meaning of the FCA rules and should therefore not be distributed to them. Neither the informa-
tion nor the opinions expressed herein constitute or are to be construed as an offer or solicitation of an offer to buy (or sell) investments. RBI may have affected 
an Own Account Transaction within the meaning of FCA rules in any investment mentioned herein or related investments and or may have a position or hold-
ing in such investments as a result. RBI may have been, or might be, acting as a manager or co-manager of a public offering of any securities mentioned in 
this report or in any related security. 

SPECIFIC RESTRICTIONS FOR THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA AND CANADA: This document may not be transmitted to, or distributed within, the United 
States of America or Canada or their respective territories or possessions, nor may it be distributed to any U.S. person or any person resident in Canada, un-
less it is provided directly through RB International Markets (USA) LLC, a U.S. registered broker-dealer (‘RBIM’), and subject to the terms set forth below.

SPECIFIC INFORMATION FOR THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA AND CANADA: This research document is intended only for institutional investors and is 
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